
Japanese Home Cooking

Kenchin-jiru
A Body-warming Soup Dish with Plenty of 

Vegetables

Ingredients (Serves 4) 
 1/4 daikon radish   1/2 carrot   
 1/2 – 1 gobo (burdock)   1/3 block of konnyaku   
 1/2 block of tofu   4 cups dashi-jiru (soup stock)  
 2 tbsp soy sauce  Pinch of salt   
 Sesame oil or vegetable oil  

Preparation
Cut daikon and carrot into easily-cooked 
bite-size pieces. Shave gobo into thin strips (like 
you would a pencil tip) and briefly soak them in 
water to remove any harshness. 

Cut or tear konnyaku and tofu into bite-size 
pieces.
Heat some oil in a pot and cook the daikon,
carrot, and gobo. When the vegetables are well 
coated in oil, put the konnyaku and tofu in the 
pot, and add dashi-jiru.
Simmer until vegetables are soft, while 
skimming off any foam that rises to the surface.
Season with soy sauce and salt. 

There are various theories about the origin of the 
term “kenchin,” but one popular theory is that it is 
a corrupted form of the term “kencho-jiru,” a 
vegetarian dish made by the priests of a Zen temple 
in Kamakura named Kencho Temple. The term 
kenchin-jiru is sometimes used to refer to a 
miso-based soup containing pork or chicken in 
addition to vegetables, but perhaps because it was 
originally a vegetarian dish, it more often refers to 
a simple, clear broth containing only vegetables and 
neither miso nor meat. 
Dashi-jiru can be made easily using instant dashi
powder that is available at stores, but taking the 
extra effort to make dashi from kombu (dried kelp) 
or katsuo-bushi (dried bonito flakes) lends an 
authentic flavor to your Japanese dishes. 
Beside the ingredients included in this recipe, you 
might also try adding such seasonal vegetables as 
pumpkin and mushrooms, root vegetables such as 
satoimo (taro), and green vegetables such as negi
(Japanese leek) and komatsuna (Japanese mustard 
spinach). Kenchin-jiru with lots of ingredients is an 
ideal dish for this cold season, as it is an excellent 
source of vitamins, minerals, and nutrients that 
will warm your body. 




